PolarizaƟon Preserving, Fiber OpƟc, Rotary Joint
For Fiber ApplicaƟons Requiring Mobility
Background
In modern optoelectronic systems,
there is o en a strict requirement on the
variability of the system phase or delay. This
occurs on high‐speed fiber op c links
(analog or digital), in radio interferometry,
and in phased arrays. When the system in‐
corporates a moving element, such as a
steerable antenna, then the mo on of the
interface itself can make the system phase
requirement diﬃcult to meet. Mo on can
cause physical path length changes, temper‐
ature changes, and polariza on changes in
fiber.
The Polariza on Preserving Fiber Op‐
c Rotary Joint (PPFORJ) uses a patented
technique to suppress all of these eﬀects by
using a single fixed length of fiber across the
interface; controlling of polariza on fluctua‐
ons in the fiber across the interface;
smooth control of the fiber mo on; and
compact and eﬃcient mechanical design.
The PPFORJ minimizes the state of polariza‐
on change in single mode op cal fiber
while allowing a +/‐ 300 degree rota on.
When radio antennas or telescopes
feed RFoF signals into an op cal fiber, the
PPFORJ keeps the state of polariza on
change to a minimum as the structure
moves through azimuth and eleva on. The
innova on prevents the corrup on of data
where polariza on changes can deteriorate
the quality of the data.

Figure 2. Polarization Preserving Fiber Optic Rotary Joint

Design
The Fiber Op c
Rotary Joint is a purely
mechanical device con‐
tained within a cylindri‐
cal housing and u lizing
a planetary gear system
to guide a single fiber
op c cable through a
rota ng interface. In
order to minimize the
state of polariza on
change the fiber must
not be twisted. Bending
is acceptable.
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